The main idea of my essay is violence. Violence is a very bad thing. People are getting hurt or injured because of this. People all over the world show violence. They show this by fighting, hitting, even arguing. Some people even show violence using guns which is frightening to most people. With the help of a lot of people we can stop violence. Violence can effect many peoples lives in many ways. Violent can effect many peoples lives in many ways. One way is some people are scared to walk through their neighborhood. This shows that they are scared because of all of the violence in their neighborhood. Another way is some people have to throw away the trash at night terrified someone might rob them. They might get scared because many bad things could happen if they live in a bad neighborhood. The last way is some people hear gun shots when they are home or walking. I want readers to know how violence affects others' lives.

- There are ways to show violence.
- There are also many causes of youth violence.

Youth violence is not a good thing. And many things also cause it. One thing is insults. Insults will
cause the other person being insulted to insult them back. This will continue until someone gets hurt. Another cause is anger. Anger will take everything someone says and turn that into an insult causing more violence. And last there are threats. When someone gets threatened they think they have to defend themselves and fight. Which is the wrong thing to do.

I believe that with the right moves I can do something about youth violence. One thing I can do is protest. I can protest against violence. Another thing I can do is actually help people. I can recommend places for them or things they could do. I could tell people or family members that they need help. The last thing I can do is if I can't do anything because there is too much to do I can think of an easy way. I can come up with a way to stop it. If I keep thinking I can come up with a plan.

I want readers to know what violence is. I want them to know how violence affects people just how it hurts people and why it happens. I want readers to take violence seriously. Some people sit there, watch, and record fights but don't know how wrong it is. I think that violence needs to stop. Do you?